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It's April,  and spring is here with new 
beginnings, discoveries, and new 
sensations. Our senses are filled with 
nature, curiosity, and soon-to-be 
warmth. 
In our Infant Room, the infants will 
have a much greater chance to enjoy 
nature walks as teachers speak about 
the beauty nature brings to us. 
Teachers will engage in colour 
associations with nature, ie. Yellow 
sun, yellow blocks, Blue sky, blue 
blocks etc. As we walk with nature, 
children can feel the fresh air on their skin, the warmth of the sun on their face; as curiosity envelopes 
their true potential. Let us not forget the animals we see outside; dog owners walking their dogs, birds in 
the sky, and occasionally geese walking along the pathways. 
Teachers will continue to engage children during circle time through memory recall (name associations), 
singing songs, playing with indoor balls and building blocks.  Teachers will encourage their curiosity 
through social developmental play, nature walks, and structure building through lego blocks. 
Let us Bless all the beauty that lies within our hearts, as our children continue to nourish and enrich their 
souls, and the souls of the people they inspire.  
Wishing everyone a very thankful Good Friday and a Happy Easter. 
Wishing much gratitude and love to everyone.



Toddlers

Preschoolers

Hello everyone! Now that we have made it 
through Daylight Savings Time, we are 
 on the way to spring and warmer weather 
and hopefully more outdoor time. This month 
though, we would like to focus on helping 
the toddlers indoors, specifically helping 
them practice their table manners. As I am 
sure we all know, routines are very important 
for toddlers’ development. By developing 
routines with children, we teach them to feel 
comfortable and safe during the routine while 
teaching them the rules and what is expected 
of them in different situations. Table manners 
are just an example of one of the routines that the toddlers learn about. 
We try our best in the classroom to make sure we follow the same daily 
routine when it comes to mealtimes, however, it is equally important for 
parents to follow mealtime routines as well to maintain consistency 
between what the toddlers are learning at Lullaboo and home. 

 In the classroom, we teach the children that during mealtime they should 
sit tight in their chairs instead of moving around while they are eating. We 
remind them that it is important not to be too loud while they eat so that 
others can enjoy their meals as well. 
 They should not be spitting out their food or throwing it around while 
eating. If your child 
 does need to move around or happens to burp while eating, please 
remind them to say, 
 “Excuse me.” And lastly, please remind them to clean up after themselves when they are finished 
eating. By using these table manners both at home and at Lullaboo, the toddlers will learn to be polite 
and respectful of others while eating in a consistent way. It can help them associate mealtime with their 
classmates and their families as a special, peaceful time to enjoy delicious food together whether they 
are at home, at Lullaboo, at a friend’s home, or in a restaurant. Together we can help the children 
develop fantastic table manners!

Outdoor Play and Preschoolers 
For each child, outdoor play is a vital part of a daily routine. It’s wonderful when children engage in play 
in a natural environment. They use the chance to explore their surroundings, raising curiosity to know and 
acknowledge what is happening around them and finding fun in all they do. Whether it is playing on the 
swing, climbing a play structure or even playing in the sandbox, all enhance their development of spatial 
recognition and just too simply be aware of the changing environment. 



The Benefits of Outdoor play: 

-Development of Gross Motor skills 
-Improving their imagination play 
-Feeling happy in the natural world 
-Improves muscle strength and growth 
-Greater Self-awareness 
-Improving social skills 
  
Fun outdoor games for preschoolers 
1. Color Golf 
2. Obstacle Course 
3. Balloon Tennis 
4. Chalk Play 
5. Sponge Ball Toss 

  
For More Information Visit:  
https://www.parentingscience.com/benefits-of-outdoor-play.html 
https://teaching2and3yearolds.com/20-fun-outdoor-games-for-preschoolers/

https://www.parentingscience.com/benefits-of-outdoor-play.html
https://teaching2and3yearolds.com/20-fun-outdoor-games-for-preschoolers/
https://www.parentingscience.com/benefits-of-outdoor-play.html
https://teaching2and3yearolds.com/20-fun-outdoor-games-for-preschoolers/


Kindergaten

Believe it or not, the first 3 months of this year are already gone and 
we will greet April with an early “Happy Easter”! 
Spring is here and brought in our classroom a new spirit, enthusiasm 
and excitement, new ways to discover and get involved in educational 
activities and projects. 
In Math we will continue three-dimensional shapes by naming, sorting 
and describing the shapes, comparing and making connections 
between 2D and 3D shapes.  At the same time, we will become 
familiar with time and what it represents. 
April is also a month of rebirth, regrowth and renewal.  We will be 
exploring ways to take care of the environment; we will discuss 
changes that happen in Spring and find innovative methods of learning 
about “Reduce, Reuse, recycle” - celebrating as well Earth Day on 
April 22. 
In science, children will be sorting items that should be recycled (blue box versus items that can be 
composted in green bins). Please have your child help you sort some items at home.  
A friendly reminder:  I am sure you already noticed how much your child has grown in the last 3 
months. Please ensure there is a change of clothes in his/ her cubby as well as season-appropriate 
items; (ex: sunscreen or sunglasses if needed).
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At this time of year, it’s a good time for a clean sweep and fresh start!! There are many health benefits 
to a clean and organized home for children and parents. Some benefits include Lowering stress and 
fatigue, reducing allergy and asthma symptoms, improving safety, Lessening the spread of germs. 

As the weather starts to get nicer please remember to dress your child in proper attire such as a light 
jacket running shoes and bring in some extra clothing. Please remember to label all of your children 
belongings so we can prevent losing the item or the item being misplaced.

Fun facts about Easter: 

• The origin of the Easter Bunny dates back 
hundreds of years, beginning in pre-Christian 
Germany. Here, the hare was said to be the 
symbol of the Pagan Goddess of Spring and 
Fertility. 

• The act of painting eggs originates from a 
Ukrainian tradition. This traditional act of pysanka (“Pih-Sahn-Kah”) is made by using wax and 
dyes, but this colourful custom didn’t take off until Ukrainian immigrants came to North America 

· Have you ever wondered who started the trend of tucking into chocolate-shaped eggs on Easter 
Sunday? It was during the 19th century that the Fry family of Bristol ran the largest chocolate factory in 
the world and produced the first chocolate egg in 1873.

Apr 
1st

April Fool’s  
Day

Apr 
2nd

Good Friday 
Centre Closed

Apr 
4th

Easter Sunday

Apr 
5th

Easter Monday 
Centre Open

Apr 
15th

World Art Day
Apr 
22nd

Earth Day

http://www.lullaboo.ca
http://www.lullaboo.ca


Learning Fun

Easter Egg Roll Painting 

Materials needed: white paper, tape, 2-3 colours of paint, 2-3 plastic eggs, 1 medium bin or storage 
container 

Instructions: 

•Start by taping down white paper on 
the bottom of the bin 

•Pick 2-3 different colours of paint and 
add a couple of blobs onto the paper 

•Drop in 2-3 eggs. Get ready for it to get 
messy! Have the children hold the bin 
and tip the eggs to roll around in the 
paint. The eggs will pick up the paint and 
transfer it all over the paper
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This beautiful spring month of April is the season for renewal and new beginnings. It is the month 
dedicated to the goddess of love and beauty. 
Many cultures celebrate the return of spring. Passover, Easter, Earth Day and World Art Day are all 
celebrated in April.  

Taking walks and seeing flowers in bloom are 
also part of what makes spring so great. 

Despite limits on travel and socializing in light 
of the coronavirus, springtime can still be 
appreciated through jogs outside, open 
windows, or virtual tours of national parks. 

Let us all take advantage of this season of 
renewal to reset the priorities in our lives. Let us 
spring clean our homes, and more importantly, 
our souls. 

Irini Mikhael, RECE, P.Eng, PMP 
Chief Operating Officer 
irini@lullaboo.ca
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